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Abstract: As the e-commerce market grows worldwide, personalized recommendation services
have become essential to users’ personalized items or services. They can decrease the cost of
user information exploration and have a positive impact on corporate sales growth. Recently,
many studies have been actively conducted using reviews written by users to address traditional
recommender system research problems. However, reviews can include content that is not conducive
to purchasing decisions, such as advertising, false reviews, or fake reviews. Using such reviews to
provide recommendation services can lower the recommendation performance as well as a trust in the
company. This study proposes a novel review of the helpfulness-based recommendation methodology
(RHRM) framework to support users’ purchasing decisions in personalized recommendation services.
The core of our framework is a review semantics extractor and a user/item recommendation generator.
The review semantics extractor learns reviews representations in a convolutional neural network and
bidirectional long short-term memory hybrid neural network for review helpfulness classification.
The user/item recommendation generator models the user’s preference on items based on their
past interactions. Here, past interactions indicate only records in which the user-written reviews of
items are helpful. Since many reviews do not have helpfulness scores, we first propose a helpfulness
classification model to reflect the review helpfulness that significantly impacts users’ purchasing
decisions in personalized recommendation services. The helpfulness classification model is trained
about limited reviews utilizing helpfulness scores. Several experiments with the Amazon dataset
show that if review helpfulness information is used in the recommender system, performance such
as the accuracy of personalized recommendation service can be further improved, thereby enhancing
user satisfaction and further increasing trust in the company.

Keywords: collaborative filtering; convolutional neural networks; review helpfulness; personalized
recommendation services

1. Introduction

As the e-commerce market overgrows worldwide with the development of infor-
mation technology and the popularization of mobile devices, various types of products
continue to be released [1,2]. However, users face a time-consuming information overload
problem in the purchasing decision-making process. Significantly, the issue of information
overload multiplies because the user experiences the product indirectly online. Therefore,
personalized recommendation services have been becoming important in providing person-
alized items or services to users. Global e-commerce companies such as Netflix, Amazon,
and Google have introduced personalized recommendation services to help users make
purchasing decisions [3–5]. They can decrease the cost of user information exploration and
have a positive impact on corporate sales growth. For example, 75% of videos viewed by
users on Netflix are provided through personalized recommendation services. Amazon
generates 35% of its total revenue from items recommended to users through personal
recommendation services [6].
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Collaborative Filtering (CF) is the state-of-the-art recommendation model, which iden-
tifies users’ and items’ interactions and provides personalized recommendation services
from quantitative information such as clicking, rating, and viewing [7–11]. However, such
a methodology only models the action pattern without capturing qualitative preferences
such as a motivation and a purchase reason for the item [12,13]. Therefore, such method-
ologies can raise the issue where recommendation performance decreases [1,14]. Recently,
many studies have been conducted using various additional information to address the
limitation of existing studies. Most e-commerce websites provide review modules where
the users write reviews of their purchased items. According to Moore [15], 88% of users
make purchasing decisions by referring to reviews when purchasing products. A review
text can be helpful because it includes specific and reliable information such as the reason
for purchasing and evaluating the item [14]. However, the existing studies of personalized
recommendation services using reviews mainly focused on extracting sentiment features
or exploring several attributes and utilized them by combining with the CF approach [16].
However, reviews include unhelpful content for inconducive purchasing decisions such
as advertising, unmeaningful content, or fake reviews [17]. It is therefore indisputable
that providing recommendation services without any considerations of the quality of the
review may decrease recommendation performance [18].

In order to address the limitation of the existing study problems, this study aims to
review helpfulness information in the personalized recommendation service that can affect
users’ purchase decisions. Recently, the number of reviews of items has been increasing
as more users purchase items on e-commerce websites. In Table 1, users can identify
the product’s characteristics from reviews and utilize much of the information in the
purchase decision-making process. However, users cannot refer to all reviews in the
purchase decision-making process. Therefore, users have difficulties in exploring helpful
reviews in the product purchase process. To address this issue, Amazon provides a review
helpfulness voting module to confirm whether reviews are helpful in the purchase decisions
process since 2007 [19]. The ranking of reviews is sorted through the number of review
helpfulness votes, and the most voted reviews are marked at the top of the list. Because
the review helpfulness information has an significant role in the user’s purchase decision-
making process, and it plays an essential role in providing personalized recommendation
services [20].

Table 1. Number of reviews received by Amazon Best Sellers items.

Item Category Item Name Number of Reviews

Automotive THISWORX Car Vacuum Cleaner 170,864
Sports and Outdoors Iron Flask Sports Water Bottle 68,956

Pet Supplies Amazon Basics Dog and Puppy Pads 125,848
Electronics Echo Dot (3rd Gen) 895,176

Home and Kitchen Mellanni Queen Sheet Set 241,804

This study proposes a novel reviews helpfulness-based recommendation method-
ology (RHRM) framework that can support users’ purchasing decisions in personalized
recommendation services. Our framework consists of three phases: a review semantics
extractor, a user profile producer, and a user/item recommendation generator. First, in
the review semantics extractor phase, we generate review representations hierarchically
for review helpfulness classification. We first extract the review’s semantic representation
using Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), then obtain two-way representations using
the Bi-directional Long Short-Term Memory (BiLSTM) attention network and combine
such representations to generate a final semantic representation. Since many reviews do
not have helpfulness scores, we first propose a helpfulness classification model to reflect
the review helpfulness that significantly impacts users’ purchasing decisions in person-
alized recommendation services. This CNN–BiLSTM hybrid model utilizes generated
semantic representation to classify the helpfulness of the reviews. After review helpfulness
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information is classified, we send it to the user profile producer phase. Second, the user
profile producer phase also utilizes helpfulness information classification results to update
user profiles based on helpful reviews that the user has written about the item. Here,
the updated user profile contains only user/item interactions that correspond to written
helpful reviews by the user. Finally, the user/item recommendation generator utilized
the most popular CF techniques to model users’ preferences on items based on their inter-
actions profile produced in phase 2. We applied User-Based CF (UBCF), Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD), and Neural Collaborative Filtering (NCF), the most popular models
in CF techniques. We have conducted extensive experiments with the Amazon dataset.
The results demonstrate that our framework can effectively improve the performance
recommendations when reflecting the review helpfulness information. The contributions
that this paper have made are summarized as follows:

• This study first proposes the RHRM framework that has filtered the review helpful-
ness and reflected upon personalized recommendation services. It can enhance the
recommendation performance because it reflects the purchasing behavior of the users
who consider reviews when purchasing items.

• This study has built a review helpfulness classification model using the combined
CNN and BiLSTM that demonstrates excellent performance in the Natural Language
Processing (NLP) study. We confirm the advantages of the combined CNN–BiLSTM
hybrid model in semantic representation extraction through various experiments.

• This study has conducted several experiments with the Amazon dataset. The results
indicate that reflecting review helpfulness information can enhance the prediction
performance of personalized recommendation services, increase user satisfaction, and
raise confidence in the company.

The rest of the composition of this study is as follows. Section 2 describes the theoret-
ical background for personalized recommendation services, review-based personalized
recommendation services, and review text classification with deep learning approaches.
Section 3 describes the proposed recommendation framework. Section 4 describes the
experimental dataset, evaluation metric, and results. Finally, Section 5 discusses the discus-
sion, limitations, and the future study.

2. Related Work
2.1. Collaborative Filtering

A personalized recommendation service uses ratings, purchase history, and browsing
history to provide products or services to users [5]. Furthermore, such a personalized
recommendation service provides convenience for users who have difficulty making pur-
chasing decisions on several types of items and services. Global companies such as Netflix,
Amazon, and Google generate revenues by introducing personalized recommendation
services in e-commerce to support users’ decision making [6,21]. Therefore, personalized
recommendation services are used in various industries, and related studies are conducted
continuously [1,22]. Currently, CF algorithms are widely used in academia and industry
with excellent recommendation performance [10,23].

CF is a recommended approach based on the similarity between users or items, as-
suming that users with preferences for the same item have similar preferences for other
items [24,25]. CF algorithms are divided into memory-based CF and model-based CF.
Memory-based CF is divided into two categories: UBCF and Item-Based CF (IBCF) [26].
UBCF is a method of recommendation items purchased by users with similar preferences
to the recommended users. The recommendations are provided through three stages: First,
measure the similarity between users to select neighbor users similar to the recommended
users. Next, calculate the item preference prediction rating for the recommended user.
Finally, the product with the highest preference prediction value is recommended to the
user [27]. The IBCF recommendation method is that users prefer items similar to historical
purchases items. In other words, the target user recommends the most similar items based
on the historical purchase’s items. Model-based CF uses the previous datasets to train a
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model with machine learning or data-mining techniques to improve the performance of
the CF method [28]. These techniques can quickly recommend a series of items for the fact
that they use a precomputed model, and they have proved to produce recommendation
results that are similar to neighborhood-based recommender techniques [29]. In addition,
the techniques need to be used in the categorization model if the user preference is cate-
gorical data. Suppose user preference is continuous data, techniques such as SVD, NCF,
and Regression, should be used [30]. Despite the success of the CF-based recommender
system, some problems have been revealed, such as the following: This method essentially
recommends items based on users’ past purchasing history and preferences. However,
recommender systems experience a cold-start issue in new users, as there is insufficient
data available to measure similarity; therefore, user preferences cannot be predicted [25].
Furthermore, a first-start issue exists in which users’ preferred items are not recommended
because they have not yet been purchased [25].

The existing studies on the CF have predicted users’ preferences, which used quanti-
tative data such as clicking, rating, and viewing. However, such a traditional approach
without understanding behavior motivation can reduce the recommendation performance.
To address the limitations of CF approach, most studies use additional information. Typi-
cally, review text is among them. In this study, we propose a framework considering the
review text, which represents the unstructured data to improve the limitations of exist-
ing CF approaches. We hope to address the limitations of the CF approach, which only
considers quantitative information, to provide excellent recommendation performance.

2.2. Review-Based Recommender System

Reviews are qualitative data as they refer to users’ written review about the item
information or experience. Such reviews are an important feature in which users can
represent detailed expressing opinions about the items [31]. Therefore, most studies
develop various recommender systems using reviews to overcome existing recommender
systems’ limitations that only use quantitative data. Leung et al. [32] applied sentiment
analysis to movie reviews and developed a model to estimate the review’s sentiment.
Then, the calculated sentiment index from models and is reflected in the CF. It is the first
study that applies user reviews to recommender systems. However, it only considered
qualitative information and the review’s sentiment. Therefore, it provides for higher
recommendation performance when considering both qualitative and quantitative data
simultaneously. García-Cumbreras et al. [33] performed sentiment analysis to user-written
reviews and classified users as intuitionists and pessimists. The performance of CF was
higher when users are classified as intuitionists and pessimists than traditional CF. It is
significant in that the user-written reviews were classified. However, review contents
were not reflected in recommender systems, and there is a chance to reduce the loss of
information. Zhang et al. [34] proposed an urCF (User Review enhanced Collaborative
Filtering) recommendation methodology that reflected the review. It used the reviews
about 32 movies in the movie review ontology of Zhou and Chaovalit [35]. The reviews’
features were derived using FF-IRF (Feature Frequency-Inverse Review Frequency), similar
to TF-IDF (Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency). The user’s sentiment polarity
is reflected in each review’s features, then the similarity between users is calculated,
and CF algorithms are proposed based on them. The results showed that the proposed
methodology applied to Yahoo Movies data improved the prediction accuracy from 6.18%
to 8.24% over traditional CF methods. The prediction performance results were excellent,
but it disregarded the content of reviews. Jeon and Ahn [36] considered user-written
reviews to improve the performance of CF. They verified the effectiveness of the proposed
methodology applied to smartphone app review data and quantified reviews through text
mining. Their results show that reflecting review between users’ similarity in CF was better
than traditional CF on performance. Hyun et al. [37] proposed a recommendation algorithm
that combined user-written reviews and ratings to reflect on the CF. They established a
sentiment dictionary using movie review data. The sentiment index of reviews was derived
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from the sentiment dictionary, and new ratings generated by combining sentiment index
with ratings are reflected in the CF. They proposed a new methodology that combines
reviews and ratings. However, they only reflected the positive and negative sentiment of
the reviews and did not consider the content or helpfulness of the review.

The existing recommender system studies using review data follow the same paradigm,
in which the historical reviews are aggregated into a long document. Then, they focused on
extracting the sentiment features or performed topic modeling analysis on the reviews text.
However, the review text may include unhelpful content for users to make decisions, such
as advertisements and fake reviews. Thus, having disregarded the content or helpfulness
of the review, the recommendation performance decreases [38]. This study proposes an
RHRM framework that provides personalized recommendation services by producing user
profiles through filtering helpful information reviews. We try to filter high-quality reviews
that help users make their decisions.

2.3. Review Text Classification with Deep Learning Approaches

Review text is one of the easiest and most effective ways for users to express a senti-
ment, such as the purpose and reason of purchase on an e-commerce website. Therefore, it
is significant to explore the sentiment of these review texts [39]. Many researchers apply
deep learning techniques that demonstrate the excellent performance in other domains
to sentimental textual analysis [39]. Most studies of text classification now focus on the
construction and optimization of neural networks [40]. Stojanovski et al. [41] proposed a
CNN-based system for sentiment analysis, which is 8% higher than traditional sentiment
analysis and sentiment identification of Twitter messages. Song et al. [42] proposed a
positional convolutional neural network (P-CNN) that can enhance feature extraction by
capturing positional features at three different language levels: word level, phrase level,
and sentence level. Abdi et al. [43] proposed a deep learning-based method (RNSA) that
applies Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) for senti-
ment analysis at the sentence level. This approach enhanced classification performance
by more than 5% in review text sentiment classification through applying multi feature
fusion methods. Rao et al. [44] proposed a new neural network model (SR-LSTM) with
two hidden layers to capture long-term context texts and utilized semantic relationships
between sentences in document-level sentiment classification. Experiment results show
SR-LSTM outperforms the state-of-the-art models on three document-level review datasets.
Both single neural networks, such as CNN and RNN, have been shown to have specific
weaknesses. Therefore, building a hybrid network using the advantages of CNN and
RNN has become a critical study direction. Hassan and Mahmood [45] proposed a neural
language model combining CNN and Bidirectional Recurrent Neural Network (BRNN)
for text classification. The bidirectional layers are a substitute for pooling layers in CNN
to reduce information loss during the pooling operation and to capture the long-term
dependencies of text sequences. Experiments with two sentiment analysis datasets show
that the proposed model has better competitiveness than the state-of-art best. Hassan
and Mahmood [46] proposed a new framework that exploits LSTM and CNN models to
reduce detailed, local information loss and capture long-term dependencies. Experiments
with this method demonstrated excellent performance with 93.3% accuracy and 48.8%
accuracy on the Stanford Large Movie Review and Stanford Large Movie Review datasets.
Liu and Guo [47] proposed an architecture that combines bidirectional long short-term
memory with convolution layer (AC-BiLSTM). The CNN extracted semantic representa-
tions from word embedding vectors, and BiLSTM captured semantic context features. The
model applied the attention mechanism to provide different attention to contextual feature
information. Results show that the AC-BiLSTM model indicates excellent performance
compared to the state-of-art text classification models. Batbaatar et al. [48] proposed a novel
Semantic-Emotion Neural Network (SENN) architecture that utilizes BiLSTM and CNN
combination model. The BiLSTM was used to capture contextual information and semantic
relationships from word-level text vectors and use CNN to extract emotional features and
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relationships between words from the text. Zheng and Zheng [49] proposed a hybrid
Bidirectional Recurrent Convolutional Neural Network Attention-based (BRCAN) model
to address the limitations of the traditional text classification model. Bi-LSTM captures the
long-term contextual information when learning word representations. CNN is used to
capture the critical feature of words in text classification through contextual information.
The attention mechanism gives higher weight to critical keywords when classifying text.
The result shows that the proposed model achieves an F1 value of 97.86% in the Sogou text
classification dataset.

However, analyzing the sentiment of the review text is similar to the sequential model
approach. The CNN approach is challenging for capturing long-term context information
and requires multiple CNN layers modeled to capture long-term dependencies. Because
the RNN approach is highly complex and challenging to extract dependencies between
long-distance contexts accurately, the CNN approach is suitable for capturing long-term
context information. However, the RNN approach generally outperforms CNN-based
methods in the short text corpus. The combination hybrid networks of CNN and RNN
can address the limitations of CNN and RNN. However, this combined network approach
ignores the contribution of high-level features at different scales from the original context
feature. In addition, the model must use a different convolutional kernel to extract different
high-level features, which can increase complexity. Therefore, this study applies a scalable
multichannel CNN-BiLSTM hybrid model with an attention mechanism for classifying
the helpfulness of reviews. The applied hybrid models can obtain high-level semantic
representations and original context information through a multichannel filter kernel.
Therefore, it can significantly contribute to the effective implementation of the RHRM
framework proposed in this study. Section 3.1 introduces specific information.

3. RHRM Framework

In this section, we specifically describe the RHRM framework shown in Figure 1. Our
framework consists of three phases: a review semantics extractor, a user profile producer,
and a user/item recommendation generator. The first phase classifies the helpfulness of the
review. It uses a CNN-BiLSTM hybrid model to generate review semantic representation
and conduces review helpfulness classification [50,51]. The second phase produces the
user profile that contains only user/item interactions that correspond to written helpful
reviews by the user. The final phase utilized the most popular CF techniques to model
users’ preferences based on their interactions profile. We introduce the details of each
phase as follows.

Figure 1. Proposed RHRM framework.
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3.1. Phase 1: Review Semantics Extractor

The first phase constructs a CNN-BiLSTM hybrid model to classify review helpfulness
information. The architecture overview of the CNN–BiLSTM hybrid model is shown in
Figure 2. This study builds a CNN–BiLSTM hybrid model with excellent classification
performance in NLP studies to classify review helpfulness [52,53]. CNN can reduce
the input features for prediction, and the correlation between each word and a final
classification is not the same for all input words [54,55]. The BiLSTM is utilized for encoding
long-distance word dependencies effectively [52,53]. Due to each of these advantages,
various types of hybrid CNN-BiLSTM models have been proposed [40,50,52,53,56]. The
CNN-BiLSTM hybrid model applied in this study was motivated by Rai et al. [51] and
Liu et al. [50]. Existing models mainly used a combination of a single CNN network
and a single BiLSTM network. The model was either used as a regression model to
predict numeric values or applied to multiple classification problems. Following the
common single model combination strategy, we applied multiple filter kernels and added
a new attention mechanism layer to extract the review text’s semantic representation
elaborately [47,57]. After generating a review-level semantic representation, the model
classifies the helpfulness information for each review.

Figure 2. The architecture of CNN–BiLSTM hybrid model with the attention mechanism.

In this study, we gave R = {r1, r2, · · · , rn} as a dataset for constructing a CNN-
BiLSTM hybrid model with the attention mechanism. Each review contains five at-
tributions [P, U, C, M, H], where P indicates the item features, U indicates reviewer
features, C indicates textual features, and M indicates metadata features (e.g., ratings
and timestamp). H indicates the helpfulness score that is measured as the ratio of
helpful votes to the total votes, where H ∈ [0, 1]. Let F as a n × m review feature
matrix, where n is the number of reviews in the dataset and m is the total number of
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features. Z is an embedding vector of the predicted value for all reviews, where Zi
represents whether a review is helpful or not. Finally, we define a helpfulness threshold
value Θ1 and Θ2. Therefore, Zi is calculated as follows:

Zi =

{
1, if Hi > Θ1

0, if Hi < Θ2
(1)

This study constructs a CNN–BiLSTM hybrid model that minimizes the prediction
error of Z given F. The trained model is utilized to predict the helpfulness score of new
review with unknown or unidentified helpful scores.

The CNN–BiLSTM hybrid model consists of three layers. The first layer is word
embedding. Let Ru,i = {w1, w2, · · · , wn} be a review text, which indicates that the user
u has written the review to item i, where n is the length in the review. Many existing
text-mining models were mainly applying the one-hot encoding method to convert each
word into a vector. However, such a method has a data sparsity issue where the matrix
dimensions are too large, and most of the vector values are filled with zero. In this study,
each word included in the review was converted into a vector type through the word
embedding layer [57]. Thus, this study has applied word embedding f : wn → RD for
each word in the review, and then each word is represented as a dense vector. Then, the
review text is represented by a matrix E ∈ Rn×d, where d is the dimension of the word
embedding vector.

The second layer is a multichannel convolutional layer. It extracts the word-level
semantic representation from the review text through different sizes filters. Then, it adopted
a filter Kj with a sliding window to performing a convolution operation. The convolution
operation process can be defined as shown in Equation (2).

cj = φ(E ∗ Kj + bj), (2)

where ∗ indicates convolution operator, Kj ∈ Rk×m indicates the parameter of the filter
kernel, and k×m denotes kernel size. bj is represented bias, and θ is the activation function
ReLU, which is defined as Equation (3).

relu(x) = max(0, x) (3)

We add the max-pooling layer to the output of the convolution operation to retain the
main semantics and suppress noise. The max-pooling operation is defined as Equation (4).

Oj = max([c1,c2, · · · , c(l−t+1)]) (4)

This study applied multiple filters of different sizes to extract the various seman-
tic feature included in the review. Finally, the output of the convolutional layer is as
Equation (5).

O = [o1, o2, · · · , on] (5)

The third layer is an attention network. Each vector in the convolution layer output
denotes the time step of the BiLSTM model. BiLSTM consists of two components: forward
LSTM and backward LSTM. The forward LSTM captures the review semantic in the path
from left to right, and the backward LSTM captures the sequence feature from right to

left. This study defines the outputs of the forward and backward LSTMs as
→
S t and

←
S t,

respectively. We applied Bi-LSTM for processing all terms in the path sequence to obtain
two separate hidden state sequences. Let the defined input sequence {o1, o2, · · · , on},
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the forward LSTM generate hidden states
{→

S 1,
→
S 2, · · · ,

→
S t

}
, and the backward LSTM

generate hidden states
{←

S 1,
←
S 2, · · · ,

←
S t

}
.

→
S t = LSTM(

→
S t−1, Ot)

←
S t = LSTM(

←
S t−1, Ot)

m = [
→
S l ;
←
S 1]

(6)

The BiLSTM connects the last hidden state of the forward LSTM with the first hidden
state of the backward LSTM to generate the final representation. The embedding vector m
consists of both forward and backward information of the path to efficiently capture the
orderings. Finally, to highlight the importance of different words to the classification of
review helpfulness, we added the attention mechanism layer in the CNN–BiLSTM hybrid
model to further extract review features and highlight the review-helpfulness-related
information. This study belongs to the feed-forward attention mechanism, defined as
Equation (7).

ht = σ(mi)

at =
exp(ht)

n
∑

i=1
exp(ht)

Q =
m
∑

i=1
at ·mi

(7)

where mt indicates the eigenvector output of the BiLSTM layer and σ is the attention
learning activation function tanh. ht is the weight of the calculated generated attention.
at is the matching score indicating how well the model participates in the path when
responding to a query relation. The weighted sum operation uses the SoftMax function
for normalization to generate an attention probability. Q indicates a fusion feature of the
representation multiplied by the probability of attention and the hidden state semantics
encoding mt. Then, assign attention weight using the sum of weights.

The objective of this model is to compute the probability of the helpfulness score based
on the semantic feature extracted from the review and classify the results, which can be
defined as Equation (8).

Y = θ(Ws ·Q + bs), (8)

where θ indicates the Sigmoid activation function, Ws indicates the weight matrix, and bs
indicates the bias. Finally, the smectic input feature of review is classified as 0 or 1 and
returned as output. A value of 0 output indicates that the review is unhelpful, and a value
of 1 indicates a helpful review.

3.2. Phase 2: User Profile Producer

The second phase also utilizes helpfulness information classification results to
update user profiles based on the user’s helpful reviews about the item. We applied the
CNN-BiLSTM hybrid model that we constructed in the first phase to classify review use-
fulness information. Here, the updated user profile contains only user/item interactions
that correspond to written helpful reviews by the user. Given that < = {r1, r2, · · · , rm}
is a set of new reviews, each review can contain five attributions [P ,U , C,M], where
P and U indicate item and reviewer features, respectively. In addition, C is a textual
feature of the new reviews, andM is metadata features (e.g., ratings and timestamp).
Let Rui be a N × M review feature matrix, where N is the number of reviews in the
dataset and M is the total number of features. Y is the embedding vector value in which
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the CNN–BiLSTM hybrid model predicts all new reviews, where Yui represents review
rui is helpful or not helpful.

Rui =

{
1 , if rui (user u, item i) indicate helpful;
0, otherwise.

(9)

where 1 for Rui indicates that the user u has written a helpful review of item i. Similarly,
0 indicates that the review was unhelpful. Finally, we build a new user profile that contains
only helpful reviews with the value 1 based on the classification results.

3.3. Phase 3: Recommendation Generator

To evaluate the performance of the proposed recommendation framework, we predict
preference ratings by applying the UBCF, SVD, and NCF models, which are typically used
in personalized recommendation services-related studies.

The first is the UBCF model. UBCF approach is the standard approach that is based
on neighborhood models in recommender systems. The most common UBCF measures
similarity between users, where sim(u, v) represents user u and user v similarity [58,59].
The goal of this technique is to predict the user u preference rating r̂ui for item i. Using the
similarity measure, we identify the items rated by user u, most similar to i. The predicted
rating is taken as a weighted sum of the ratings for neighborhood users, defined as follows:

r̂ui = ru +

∑
v∈Nk

i (u)
sim(u, v) · (rvi − rv)

∑
v∈Nk

i (u)
sim(u, v)

(10)

The second is the SVD model. The latent factor approach has gained its popularity
due to its high accuracy and scalability. This study focuses on methods that SVD of the
user–item interaction matrix induces. The most common approach to estimating interaction
components is the matrix factorization framework [1,12]. A common approach widely
used in research relates each latent factor vector of a user to a latent factor vector for the
item. Typically, this approach is applied to explicit feedback datasets while addressing
overfitting issues through a regularized model. The SVD model is defined as follows:

min
U.V
‖Y−M� (UV)‖2

F + λ(‖U‖2
F + ‖V‖

2
F), (11)

where U and V indicates the number of latent factor users and items, respectively, and λ is
used for regularizing the model. Y is the available ratings set, and M is the binary mask.

The third is the NCF model. The traditional latent factor model utilized a simple
vector dot item to estimate the relationship latent vector. Therefore, such an approach
cannot produce excellent results. To solve the latent factor technique’s limitations, the NCF
model captures the interaction between the user’s latent vector and the item’s latent vector
through a multi-layer perceptron [60,61]. The user’s latent vector and the item’s latent
vector are inputs to multi-layer perceptron to predict user preferences. The output layer is
used to predict user preference, and the model performs learning by minimizing the loss
between the prediction and actual ratings. The NCF predictive model is defined as follows:

r̂ui = f (UT · suser
u , VT · sitem

i |U, V, θ) , (12)

where suser
u and sitem

i denote that the input layer consists of two feature vectors. U
and V denote the latent factors for the user and item, respectively, and θ denotes the
model’s parameter.
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4. Experiments
4.1. Dataset Overview

We used Amazon Book (http://jmcauley.ucsd.edu/data/amazon/, accessed on 1
May 2021) publicly accessible datasets to evaluate the proposed performance of the RHRM
framework [62,63]. The original datasets were collected from May 1996 to July 2014 and
contain 8,872,495 reviews from 817,789 users on 562,073 items. Table 2 displays an example
of attribution information from the Amazon Book Dataset. Each review contains (1) the ID
and name of the reviewer, (2) the ID of the reviewed item, (3) the helpfulness information
that including the number of helpful votes and the number of unhelpful votes, (4) rating
information, (5) summary reviews and detailed reviews on the item, and (6) reviews
published time.

Table 2. An example Amazon Book dataset review composition.

Attribute Name Value

Reviewer ID A2S166WSCFIFP5
Item ID 000100039X

Reviewer name Adam
Number of helpful votes 10

Total number of votes 25

Review text

I evidently misread the writeup, I thought it was a
hardback. It was a cheap paperback. I got it as a present
so I couldn’t send it back, but I’m very disappointed for

the cost!
Rating 3

Summary headline Not Bad!
Review time 2012-10-10

To conduct experiments effectively, we have built the CNN–BiLSTM hybrid model
using the dataset (DS1) collected from May 1996 to December 2011, which contains
2,757,812 reviews from 281,661 users on 223,452 items. In addition, to evaluate the pro-
posed recommendation framework performance, we use the dataset (DS2) collected
from January 2012 to July 2014, which contains 6,114,683 reviews from 536,128 users
on 338,621 items. The descriptive statistics of the two datasets are summarized in Table 3.

Table 3. Descriptive statistics of the two datasets.

Dataset Period User Item Rating and Reviews

DS1 May 1996–December 2011 281,661 223,452 2,757,812
DS2 January 2012–July 2014 536,128 338,621 6,114,683

Among these reviews in DS1, only total voting by at least 10 users as helpful or
unhelpful are regarded as a training dataset for helpfulness classification [17,64]. Following
the exiting study’s common strategy, we measured helpfulness score as the ratio of helpful
votes to the total votes. The distribution of the measured helpfulness score is depicted in
Figure 3. To better classify helpful or unhelpful reviews, we preferred only highly helpful
reviews (θ1 > 0.9) and unhelpful reviews (θ2 < 0.2) as the training dataset. Figure 4
shows examples of helpful reviews and unhelpful reviews. With this filtered dataset,
we train binary models for review helpfulness classification. The DS2 volume is large
but highly sparse. Therefore, we filtered the dataset to contain only users with at least
20 interactions [60].

http://jmcauley.ucsd.edu/data/amazon/
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Figure 3. Distributions of helpfulness scores.

Figure 4. Examples of helpful reviews and unhelpful reviews.

4.2. Evaluation Protocols

To evaluate CNN–BiLSTM hybrid model classification performance in this study, we
experimented with DS1 and adopted Accuracy, Precision, Recall, and F1-score as metrics.
Furthermore, to evaluate the prediction performance of the proposed recommendation
framework, we experimented with DS2 and adopted Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and
Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) metrics. We set 80% of each dataset as a training dataset
and measure the performance with the remaining dataset [12,58,59].

First, to evaluate the classification performance of the CNN–BiLSTM hybrid model,
we adopted Accuracy, Precision, Recall, and F1-score as metrics using the confusion
matrix shown in Table 4. Accuracy is the most used evaluation metric when measuring
classification performance and represents the number of accurate classifications ratio of
helpful and unhelpful reviews in the total classification results. Precision represents the
contained ratio of actual helpful reviews to the classified helpful review by the model. The
recall represents the contained ratio of the classified helpful review by the model to actual
helpful reviews. The F1 score represents a balance weight average between precision and
recall. A higher F1 score means a higher classification ability of the recommender system.
The Accuracy, Precision, Recall, and F1-Score are defined in Equations (13)–(16).

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + FN + TN + FP
(13)

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
(14)

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
(15)
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F1− Score =
2× Precision× Recall

Precision + Recall
(16)

Table 4. Confusion matrix example for evaluating the performance of helpfulness classification.

Actual Class
Predicted Class Helpful Unhelpful

Helpful TP FN
Unhelpful FP TN

The MAE and RMSE are statistical accuracy metric that evaluate prediction perfor-
mance by comparing the difference between predicted and actual ratings, as defined in
Equations (17) and (18) [7,10]. The MAE gives the same weight regardless of the magnitude
of the error between the actual and predicted ratings. However, RMSE gives a relatively
high value weight with a large error between the actual and predicted ratings. When the
value is low, the corresponding recommendation prediction is more accurate.

MAE =
1
N

N

∑
i=1
|yui − ŷui| (17)

RMSE =

√√√√ 1
N

N

∑
i=1

(yui − ŷui)
2 (18)

where N is the total test dataset, ŷui is the predicted rating, and yui is the actual rating by
the user u for the item i.

4.3. Parameter Settings

For performing review text data preprocessing, we applied the NLTK (Natural Lan-
guage Toolkit) package to remove stopwords, special characters, symbols, numbers, etc.,
included in the review [65,66]. For training CNN–BiLSTM hybrid model, we set an embed-
ding dimension of 300, filter windows of 3, 4, and 5, a filter size of 100, and the number of
hidden units in Bi-LSTM of 64. In addition, to solve the overfitting problem, the dropout
rate was set to 0.5, batch size was set to 50, and Epoch was set to 100. As the optimization
algorithm, Adam, which is widely used in previous studies, was applied, and the learning
rate was set to 0.05 [67]. We set the review length of average and maximum length and
the vocabulary size of several sizes [68]. Then, we set the optimal review length and
vocabulary size based on classification performance. We applied the same parameters to
baseline algorithms and compared the classification performance. For the CF algorithm,
Pearson Correlation Coefficients measures similarity between users, and the neighbor size
is set from 1 to 100. Furthermore, we set the latent factor sizes of SVD and NCF techniques
to 8, 16, 32, 64, and 128 [60]. Experiments in this study were conducted using TensorFlow,
Keras, and Surprise packages. All experiments were conducted in a computer environment
with CPU Intel Core i9-9900KF, 64G of memory, and a GeForce RTX 2080 Ti.

4.4. Experimental Result
4.4.1. Review Helpfulness Classification Performance Comparison

In this section, we first study the effect of changes in vocabulary size and review
length on the classification performance of the CNN–BiLSTM hybrid model. To retain
the main semantics and suppress noise, first, we performed several experiments that set
several vocabulary sizes from 20,000 to 104,702. Then, we select the maximum review
length and the average review length for each vocabulary size to conduct experiments.
Finally, we set the optimized vocabulary size and review length to train the CNN–BiLSTM
hybrid model efficiently. We conducted the experiment five times and reported the mean
and the standard deviation of the classification performance. Table 5 indicates the mean
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and the standard deviation of classification performances of the CNN–BiLSTM hybrid
models with several vocabulary sizes and review lengths. We found that the performance
worsened when the vocabulary sizes were set too high. Thus, optimal vocabulary sizes
should be used to improve the recommendation performance. In addition, we found that
maximum review lengths should be used to improve the recommendation performance.
As a result, the optimal vocabulary size was 80,000, and the maximum length of the review
should be chosen. We set the optimal vocabulary size and review length to compare the
classification performance with the baseline model.

Table 5. Mean and standard deviation for classification performance on the different vocabulary sizes and reviews length
for the CNN–BiLSTM hybrid model.

Vocabulary Size Review Length (max/mean) Accuracy (%) Precision (%) Recall (%) F1-Score (%)

20,000
2703 81.88 ± 0.44 81.44 ± 0.39 82.25 ± 0.41 81.84 ± 0.40
110 81.02 ± 0.40 80.13 ± 0.38 82.96 ± 0.36 81.52 ± 0.37

40,000
2795 84.42 ± 0.39 83.57 ± 0.32 85.43 ± 0.34 84.48 ± 0.33
113 83.88 ± 0.32 82.92 ± 0.38 81.65 ± 0.35 82.28 ± 0.36

60,000
2815 82.26 ± 0.24 83.25 ± 0.29 81.95 ± 0.31 82.59 ± 0.30
114 82.10 ± 0.41 82.71 ± 0.38 81.65 ± 0.35 82.17 ± 0.36

80,000
2817 86.14 ± 0.35 85.54 ± 0.33 88.73 ± 0.34 87.10 ± 0.33
115 82.18 ± 0.31 81.73 ± 0.29 84.39 ± 0.39 83.03 ± 0.35

104,702
(Maximum)

2837 83.19 ± 0.25 84.56 ± 0.34 80.15 ± 0.31 82.29 ± 0.32
115 82.26 ± 0.41 82.95 ± 0.39 84.32 ± 0.33 83.62 ± 0.36

We set the optimal number of words and review length and compared the CNN–
BiLSTM hybrid model with the baseline to evaluate the classification performance. We
experimented five times and reported that the mean and the standard deviation of the
classification performance are shown in Figure 5. The CNN–BiLSTM hybrid model outper-
forms other baseline models with an accuracy of 86.71% and F1-Score of 86.43%. Although
the CNN single model represents an excellent classification effect, the other deep learning
models are better than CNN. Compared to CNN, BiLSTM single models, the CNN–BiLSTM
hybrid model shows the advantages of combined networks in semantic representation
extraction. Because CNN models for word vectors are conducive to reprocessing CNN
feature extraction by BiLSTM, we can find that adding an attention mechanism to the combi-
nation model can effectively enhance classification performance. The attention mechanism
helps the model learning essential features by assigning different weights and learning
differences between different features.

Figure 5. Performance comparison of classification techniques.
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4.4.2. Prediction Performance Comparison Based on Helpful Review Filtering

This session identifies the effectiveness of the framework proposed in this study.
Firstly, we have classified whether the new reviews written by users were helpful through
the CNN-BiLSTM hybrid model. Then, we have produced a new user profile by filtering
only helpful reviews. Comparing the existing recommendation methodology with the
proposed RHRM framework in this study with the prediction performance through UBCF,
SVD, and NCF techniques, respectively, are shown in Figures 6–8, where “Existing” repre-
sents a traditional recommendation methodology that produces user profiles, including
all reviews. “Proposal” represents a proposed recommendation framework that produces
user profiles, which includes only helpful reviews. We have set the neighbor sizes from 1
to 100 to evaluate the prediction performance of changing the neighbor size in the UBCF
technique. We set the latent factor sizes of SVD and NCF techniques to 8, 16, 32, 64, and 128
and compared the prediction performance. MAE and RMSE metrics are used to measure
the prediction performance for the error between predict rating and actual ratings.

Figure 6. Prediction performance of MAE (a) and RMSE (b) of UBCF model.

Figure 7. Prediction performance of MAE (a) and RMSE (b) of SVD model.

The results of the experiment show that the prediction performance of the proposed
recommendation framework has improved regardless of the neighbor size and number of
latent factors. When we have applied both MAE and RMSE metrics for the UBCF technique,
both metrics showed excellent prediction performance regardless of the neighbor size. It
showed the best prediction performance when neighbor size is 10. The SVD and NCF
technique indicate excellent prediction performance when the number of latent factors
is 8 and 32, respectively. Therefore, we have compared the proposed framework to the
existing methodology: when using the MAE metric, the prediction performance improved
14.95% (UBCF), 14.99% (SVD), and 22.08% (NCF), respectively. Similarly, using the RMSE
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metric, the prediction performance improved 15.38% (UBCF), 16.58% (SVD), and 21.59%
(NCF). Experiments show that producing user profiles using only helpful reviews results
in a better prediction performance than the existing methodology. Therefore, reflecting
review helpfulness information on personalized recommendation services can improve
the performance of recommender systems, which we have further conducted two-sample
t-tests as shown in Table 6 to confirm that all improvements were statistically significant
for p < 0.01.

Figure 8. Prediction performance of MAE (a) and RMSE (b) of NCF model.

Table 6. Two samples t-tests between existing and proposed framework in several recommendation method types.

Method Metrics Factor Mean Standard Deviation t-Statistics p-Value

UBCF
MAE

Existing 0.716 0.435
32.007 0.000Proposal 0.617 0.355

RMSE
Existing 0.870 0.498

39.388 0.000Proposal 0.732 0.402

SVD
MAE

Existing 0.601 0.374
33.589 0.000Proposal 0.511 0.311

RMSE
Existing 0.710 0.426

38.775 0.000Proposal 0.592 0.351

NCF
MAE

Existing 0.600 0.422
41.192 0.000Proposal 0.468 0.383

RMSE
Existing 0.747 0.506

37.542 0.000Proposal 0.605 0.444

5. Conclusions
5.1. Discussion

We propose a novel RHRM recommendation framework that filters only helpful re-
views and reflects them in the personalized recommendation service. To achieve our study
objective, we built CNN-BiLSTM hybrid models that demonstrate excellent classification
performance in NLP studies to filter helpful reviews. We have also evaluated the perfor-
mance of the proposed recommendation framework in this study by utilizing UBCF, SVD,
and NCF techniques that are widespread in the use of recommender systems studies. To
evaluate the recommendation performance, we used large numbers of Amazon publicly
accessible datasets [62,63]. The experimental results show that the RHRM framework out-
performs the prediction performance of the existing recommendation framework without
regard to review helpfulness. Experimental results also suggest that the review’s helpful-
ness information can significantly impact user preference ratings. In other words, users’
high quality of reviews can provide higher reliability than preference rating information
given by users [14]. Furthermore, we have identified that the CNN-BiLSTM hybrid model
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used in this study outperforms other deep learning models such as CNN and Bi-LSTM
single model. This demonstrates the advantages of the CNN-BiLSTM hybrid model in
semantic feature extraction. We have also identified that the classification performance of
the CNN-BiLSTM hybrid model depends on the vocabulary size and the review length
used in model training. We found that when the word size was 80,000, and the review
length was maximum, and the model indicates excellent classification performance through
various experiments. Because using all vocabulary as training data includes noise features
that are insignificant to the analysis, this result in increased computational costs, time, and
reduced classification performance [17].

5.2. Theoretical Contributions and Practical Implications

In this study, we have enhanced the recommendation performance by analyzing
review helpfulness information through deep learning techniques and reflecting them
in recommender systems. The theoretical implications of this study are as follows: First,
the existing studies on personalized recommendation services used all reviews included
in the item to extract the sentiment features and reflect them in the recommender sys-
tem. However, user-written reviews include advertisements, falsehoods, and unknown
content reviews [69]. In other words, if reviews are irrelevant to items and unhelpful
to users, they can reduce recommendation performance. Therefore, we proposed a
recommendation framework to classification review helpfulness information and reflect
them in recommender systems. In this study, we have improved the recommender
systems’ performance by using the review helpfulness information. This result can
contribute to the extended scope of the personalized recommendation service-related
studies. Second, to evaluate the recommender system’s performance considering the
review helpfulness information, we compared the results considering the review help-
fulness as well as not considering the review helpfulness. The experimental results
showed that the recommendation performance was higher when considering review
helpfulness information. Therefore, besides features, price, and users’ sentiment, the re-
view helpfulness information is essential in purchasing decision making. Furthermore,
objective information such as the number of review helpfulness votes influences users’
preference more than subjective user-written reviews.

The practical implications of this study are as follows: First, we proposed a recommen-
dation framework that classified the review helpfulness information and reflected them
in the personalized recommendation services. We conducted several experiments and
found that considering helpful reviews can enhance recommendation performance over
traditional methods. Most e-commerce websites provide a module for writing reviews of
items purchased by users. Nonetheless, few e-commerce websites have reflected the help-
fulness information in reviews. Therefore, it needs to provide services that could evaluate
the review helpfulness information. For example, if the review helpfulness information is
evaluated with a high score, it can increase the review information value of the item by
providing users with mileage or coupons. Second, most e-commerce websites have focused
on item reviews and encouraged users to write reviews on items. We found that the quality
of the review is more critical than the number of reviews when providing personalized
recommendation services. Therefore, rather than increasing the number of reviews, it re-
quires a strategy that encourages users to write high-quality reviews. Finally, the proposed
recommendation framework in this study can apply to the various domains of e-commerce
websites that provide review usefulness information. This enables the website to build
more sophisticated recommendation services, providing decision support in many aspects,
including marketing and user management. Therefore, e-commerce websites can increase
the convenience and satisfaction of the users and expect sales growth.

5.3. Limitations and Future Study

We have classified the review helpfulness information through the CNN-BiLSTM
hybrid model. We then conducted an experiment based on the proposed recommendation
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framework to evaluate the recommendation performance. The limitations of this study
are as follows: First, we only used Amazon publicly accessible book datasets. We built a
CNN-BiLSTM hybrid model using all the datasets without classifying the book category.
However, users may have different preferences depending on the book category. In future
studies, it is necessary to classify book categories and measure additional recommendation
effects. Additionally, applying the proposed recommendation framework to other domains
must be evaluated using datasets from multiple domains. Second, to classify the review
helpfulness information, we applied the CNN-BiLSTM hybrid model that showed excellent
performance in NLP studies. Recently, BERT, ELECTRA, and GPT-3 models have shown
excellent performance in NLP studies. Therefore, future study needs to compare the
performance of multiple deep learning models. Third, we proposed a recommendation
framework that classifies reviews helpfulness information and then builds users’ profiles
with helpful reviews to provide recommendation services. In other words, we proposed a
framework that only used the review helpfulness information. However, considering item
features, purchase history, and other information would further improve recommendation
performance. Finally, the early-written review received more helpful votes than the later
written review. As this may create a sequential bias problem, future studies should consider
the dates of the written review.
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